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November Overview 

This resulted in a large drop in the flash composite PMI figure for November which 

declined to 45.1 from 50 the previous month. Much like other economies, the services 

sector was the laggard, falling to a six-month low of 41.3; manufacturing PMI fell but 

remained relatively high at 53.8, signalling expansion. Inflation also remained negative 

for the 3rd consecutive month in October, a trend likely to continue for November. 

Consumer confidence has also taken a hit, falling to the lowest level since May of this 

year as worries around the negative impact of the lockdown on personal finances and 

employment take hold. 

At the start of the month, the USA went to the polls with the electorate deciding that 

Joe Biden would become the next President. The event did not pass without 

controversy, as Donald Trump and many Republicans alleged voter fraud, but with no 

real evidence to back this up. As Trump’s various legal actions are being thrown-out of 

court it seems inevitable that Biden’s inauguration will occur in January whether or not 

Trump finally concedes. With Joe Biden as president there is an expectation of less 

confrontational international relations (possibly tariff reversals) and progress on 

combating climate change. Shortly after the election, news of successful COVID-19 

vaccine trials emerged, providing relief across the world, particularly for the US where 
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Coronavirus cases continued to rise and hit record highs towards the end of the 

month. Worryingly there does also seem to be another upward trend appearing in the 

number of deaths over the last 4 weeks. On a more positive note, and despite the 

stubborn spread of Coronavirus, US unemployment fell further in October to 6.9% 

from 7.9% in September. And for more promising signs for the future, composite PMI 

estimates for November showed a rise from 56.3 in October to 57.9 in November, 

particularly driven by a large jump in manufacturing PMI. 

The UK entered a national lockdown during November to try to contain the second 

wave of COVID-19. There was tentative evidence that this was beginning to work as 

the number of cases began falling during the 2nd half of the month and the R 

(reproduction) number fell to below one for the first time since early September. 

Deaths, however, are unfortunately still rising. This has had an impact on activity during 

the month, which we are likely to see in future hard data. Looking back at pre-

nationwide lockdown, preliminary estimates for Q3 GDP growth showed a 15.5% 

quarter-on-quarter expansion. Once again, inflation nudged up a little from 0.5% in 

September to 0.8% in October. On the other hand, unemployment continued to climb, 

and stood at 4.8% in September. Also disappointing, although perhaps to be expected, 

the composite PMI continued its fall with a flash estimate for November recorded at 

47.4 – dragged down by the services sector despite the manufacturing PMI 

component actually rising. Driven by the current backdrop, in their November meeting, 

the Monetary Policy Committee unanimously voted to increase quantitative easing by 

purchasing a further £150bn of UK government bonds; and the Bank Rate was 

maintained at 0.1%. On the Brexit front, there was seemingly no real progress on 

reaching a deal as we approach the end of the transition period – the main sticking 

points remain state aid and fishing rights. 

New COVID-19 cases rose sharply over November in Japan, its 3rd wave during this 

pandemic (although admittedly, to date the figures in Japan have been significantly 

lower than other major developed market economies). Deaths also rose during the 

month, although again from a very low base. This was partially responsible for 

composite PMI estimates for November dropping to 47 from 48 in October – driven 

by services whilst the manufacturing sector figure rose to 49 but remained in 

contractionary territory. In more backward-looking data, Q3 GDP growth was 

estimated to show a 5% quarter-on-quarter expansion. And perhaps a little 

disappointing was the slump of inflation back down to -0.4%, the lowest level in 4 years. 

China struggled to keep up with other equity markets in November, but datapoints in 

prior months have been positive. Composite PMI for October ticked up to 55.7, the 

joint highest figure for almost 10 years. Both services and manufacturing sectors 
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recorded increases in activity. Unemployment also nudged back down to 5.3% in 

October, approaching the same level as before the Coronavirus pandemic. 

The euro had a mixed month against developed market currencies and weakened 

against major emerging market currencies. It was up 2.7% against the US dollar and 

2.4% against the Japanese yen, but fell 0.6% against the pound and 2.1% against the 

Australian dollar. Against emerging market currencies, it fell 2.2% against the South 

African rand and 4.1% against the Brazilian real. 

Asset Classes 

The positive news of three different companies posting successful vaccine trials 

boosted equity markets, as they started to see the light at the end of the tunnel. 

European equities were the biggest beneficiaries in euro terms, partially driven by the 

fact that these markets tend to have a larger number of value/cyclical constituents, 

which fared better than growth stocks this month. Emerging market equities lagged a 

little as the previously strongly performing Chinese market, didn’t quite keep up with 

other equity market gains. 

Fixed income assets also offered positive performance for investors, more so for 

those with credit exposure as the risk-on sentiment across markets pushed those 

valuations higher. As a result, high yield bonds were the top performing fixed income 

asset class in November. 
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Always seek the advice and support of your investment adviser before making any 

significant changes to your investment positions. 

This outlook and commentary does not constitute an offer and should not be taken as 
a recommendation from the author or Thomond Asset Management. Advice should 
always be sought from an appropriately qualified professional. 
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WARNINGS 
1. The income you get from an investment 
may go down as well as up.  
2. The value of your investment may go 
down as well as up.  
3. Benefits may be affected by changes in 
currency exchange rates.  
4. Past performance is not a reliable guide 
to future performance. 
 

REGULATORY STATUS 
Thomond Asset Management is regulated 
by the Central Bank of Ireland as an 
Investment Business Firm under Section 
10 of the Investment Intermediaries Act, 
1995 (as amended) and registered as an 
insurance, reinsurance or ancillary 
insurance intermediary under the 
European Union (Insurance Distribution) 
Regulations, 2018. 
 


